
Unpacking the evolving wealth advice market

Innovative approaches to delivering data, analytics and 
insights by experts in wealth management and innovation

Overview of what we do and example Historical data

Consumers + suppliers



We partner with clients to 
provide the most actionable 
data and insights for the 
evolving wealth management 
business



Research purpose



The World is Changing 
So is Wealth Management

Access to leading wealth management 
products and services has never been more 
available to consumers

Wealth Advice firms seek to modernize the 
customer experience and can take cues 
from upstart digital wealth firms and 
innovative incumbents alike

Consumers also have many misconceptions 
about how their wealth can be managed 
which is inhibiting better choices 

It is critical to understand which 
components of wealth management are 
most desirable for digitalization from a 
consumer perspective

It is no longer about “Robo” VS Traditional 
VS Hybrid VS Self-Directed – Winners will 
build the best customer experience 



Consumer data that gives 
wealth businesses an 
edge

How has consumer satisfaction with digital 
wealth advice changed over the year?

What are the current opportunities for firms 
to drive loyalty?

What are consumers’ savings and investing 
engagement considerations 

How does the “advisor effect” impact 
satisfaction, loyalty, and engagement?

Why is it important to look at newer ways of 
segmenting customers?

What is driving consumer choice?

Types of Questions the Wealth 

Industry Wants Answers to:



Crossing a threshold?
A look at some of the 
data/insights we 
deliver



Brand awareness is growing in both the us and Canada for digital wealth advice offers.

In newer categories, brand awareness starts low and 
grows incrementally…. especially in low-involvement 
categories like digital wealth advising.

It is Essential to track category-level changes to 
identify developments in overall understanding.
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Consumer category understanding is on the rise. our analysis unpacks the implications…. 
and what you can do about it.

We are examining many perceived barriers to digital 
wealth consumption as well as user pain points. 

Our insights help executives make better business 
choices to engage consumers and delight users. 
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Brand awareness is relatively flat for a more mature North American Online Brokerage business while usage 
saw big gains in 2020.

Pandemic variables dramatically contributed to greater levels of engagement in the online brokerage channel. 
With more people than ever trying out investing firms need to address major hurdles to avoid alienating different cohorts 
of customers many of whom have low financial literacy, rapidly changing experience expectations, and very well may not 
realize what they actually need to best help their financial lives. 
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if you Think the digital revolution isn’t impacting “traditional advice”, the data says otherwise and 
competition is heating up.
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❑ We’ve identified an “advisor effect” that is growing year over year…..
❑ Those already “engaged” in traditional forms of wealth management are more aware of digital alternatives and are 

actively trying them out. 
❑ Learn what the implications are so you can compete more effectively.

Canada US



We study consumers’ considerations for saving and investing over time…..these change and there are implications 
for firms competing for their attention and Assets

The top ten considerations for savings and 
investing identified by us consumers have important 
implications for traditional wealth advising 
firms…….

Namely, consumers are desiring a much more 
seamless and digitally enabled experience. These 
trends change over time. Where will you invest to 
modernize? 
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Able to access and manage my
accounts 24/7 via mobile app

Able to choose the types of
investments in my portfolio

Able to put my funds into savings
accounts or investment accounts

Annual fee of no more than 1% of
my total investments

Able to get clear information
about all services offered

Able to view all of my savings and
investment accounts online in…

Able to access and manage my
accounts 24/7 via website

No fees to transfer existing
investments into new accounts

No minimum required to open
accounts

Able to move money in/out of my
accounts quickly and easily



Year over year comparisons highlight changes among the top 5 recognized digital advising brands in the us.

The most “known” digital advising offers are building 
their brands with consumers.

It’s telling to see an upstart, acorns, become the most 
recognized brand in the category, Especially as 
engagement and usage are on the rise.
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Year over year comparisons highlight changes among the top 5 recognized digital advising brands in Canada.

As in the US, The most “known” digital advising offers are 
building their brands with consumers.

Wealthsimple become Canada’s most known digitally led 
wealth advisor but banks benefit from brand halo –
though are missing consumers on message.
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Changing attitudes 
towards digital advice



OVERALL ATTITUDINAL TRENDS AMONG consumers ARE favorable for the wealth management 
category.

❑ Despite the economic impacts of the global pandemic, consumers are feeling more like they have enough money to invest.

❑ Consumers are feeling more knowledgeable and leaning more toward investing over saving, while showing an increased appetite for risk. 

❑ however, consumers in both countries are feeling less confident about the future of their finances in 2020 compared to 2019.

% Agreement

Attitudinal Dimension
Canada US

2019 2020 Difference 2019 2020 Difference

I prefer to invest my money vs. leave it in savings 63.8% 64.3% 0.4% 57.6% 58.2% 0.6%

I'm willing to take investment risks to increase returns 48.9% 50.3% 1.4% 52.7% 54.1% 1.5%

I am very knowledgeable about my financial situation 76.5% 78.8% 2.3% 80.9% 82.4% 1.4%

I am confused by wealth management products/services 54.8% 53.5% -1.4% 53.3% 53.2% -0.1%

I am worried about the future of my finances 64.1% 69.4% 5.3% 63.6% 66.5% 2.9%

I don't feel like I have enough money to invest 68.0% 65.3% -2.6% 67.2% 64.3% -2.9%



Greatly prefer investing over saving, actively involved in finances, confident about retirement, not worried about financial future, 

consider themselves long-term investors, not confused by wealth management offers, don't see wealth management products and 

services as all the same, willing to take risks with investments to increase the chance of higher returns

Comfortable making financial transactions online, prefer accessing wealth management information online, only review 

investments when markets are down, not worried about future of finances, confident about retirement, comfortable handling 

finances without advice, think that wealth management offers are all the same, willing to take risks to increase returns

Confused by wealth management offers, worried about financial future, not comfortable making financial transactions online, not 

comfortable handling finances without advice, feel it's worth it to pay for financial advice, not confident about retirement, not 

very knowledgeable about finances, prefer discussing finances with someone on the phone or in person

Prefer saving to investing, comfortable handling finances without advice, don't consider themselves long- term investors, don't 

think it's worth paying for financial advice, not willing to take risks with investments to increase returns, knowledgeable about 

financial situation but worried about financial future, tend to see wealth management offers as all the same

ENGAGED ASSET 

ACCUMULATORS

PASSIVE 

PLAYERS

CONFUSED 

WORRIERS

SKEPTIC 

SAVERS

ATTITUDINAL 

SEGMENT NAME PSYCHOGRAPHIC MAKE-UP

Statistical segmentation using consumer psychographics produces target segments that are attitudinally opportune for a more digital wealth 

advising experience. The segments change over time as the category matures. Passive Players grew by 7% from 2018-2020. 

Which US consumer segments are prime candidates for a more digital wealth advice experience? 



Attitudinal segments can be unpacked demographically to Target and engage consumers more specifically. 

Segment Names and Sizes in the US

CONFUSED 
WORRIERS

20.4%
SKEPTICAL 
SAVERS

17.4%

PASSIVE 
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38.0%
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ACCUMULATORS

24.1%

More than 62% of 

Americans are 

“attitudinally” ripe for 

more modern wealth 

management services. 

Demographic Breakdown for Target Segments

Engaged Asset 
Accumulators

Passive Players

Demographic Level 2019 2020 Change 2019 2020 Change

Gender Females 37.9% 35.0% -2.9% 46.0% 43.0% -3.0%

Males 62.1% 65.0% 2.9% 54.0% 57.0% 3.0%

Age Group
18-34 26.4% 28.7% 2.3% 40.1% 42.2% 2.2%

35-54 35.9% 33.9% -2.0% 34.3% 35.0% 0.7%

55-79 37.7% 37.5% -0.2% 25.6% 22.8% -2.9%

Education
HS or less 13.6% 9.3% -4.3% 24.0% 20.2% -3.8%

More than 

HS
86.4% 90.5% 4.1% 75.7% 79.6% 4.0%

Household 

Income

<$50K 31.0% 27.0% -3.9% 46.3% 40.0% -6.3%

$50K-$99K 41.2% 36.3% -4.9% 32.4% 32.5% 0.1%

$100K+ 24.2% 35.0% 10.8% 17.5% 25.5% 8.0%

Investable 

Assets

<$50K 37.1% 31.2% -5.9% 51.6% 48.8% -2.7%

$50K-$99K 11.7% 10.1% -1.6% 13.2% 12.7% -0.5%

$100K+ 44.0% 52.4% 8.3% 25.5% 29.5% 4.1%

Segment Size 23.8% 24.1% 0.3% 35.8% 38.0% 2.2%



Very comfortable making financial transactions online, greatly prefer accessing financial information online, prefer investing over 

saving, consider themselves long- term investors, confident about retirement, not worried about financial future, not confused by 

wealth management products and services, don't see wealth management offers as all the same

Confused by wealth management offers, not very knowledgeable about their finances, prefer accessing wealth management 

information online, prefer not to be actively involved in finances, worried about the future of their finances, not confident about 

retirement, want to learn more about wealth management, not comfortable handling finances without advice

Not comfortable making financial transactions online, greatly prefer discussing investments with a person, prefer accessing 

financial information offline, feel that it's worth it to pay for financial advice, prefer investing over saving, consider themselves 

long- term investors, not comfortable handling finances without advice, confident about resources needed for retirement

Prefer saving over investing, knowledgeable about finances and comfortable handling without advice, think wealth management 

products and services are all the same, worry about the future of their finances, don't think of themselves as long- term investors, 

not willing to take risks with investments to increase returns, don't think it's worth it to pay for financial advice

SLAM DUNK 

DIGITALS

DIGITAL CASTING 

CALL

TRADITIONALISTS

SKEPTICAL 

SAVERS

ATTITUDINAL 

SEGMENT NAME PSYCHOGRAPHIC MAKE-UP

Statistical segmentation using consumer psychographic data produces target segments that are attitudinally opportune for a more digital 

wealth advice experience. The Casting Call segment increased by 7% between 2017 through 2018 but decreased 3.3% in 2019.

Which CANADIAN consumer segments are prime candidates for a more digital wealth advice experience? 



IN-DEPTH PROFILING OF attitudinal segments provides better targeting opportunities – Targets are GROWING!

SLAM DUNK 
DIGITALS

27.1%
TRADITIONALISTS
15.5%

DIGITAL CASTING 
CALL

38.5%

SKEPTICAL 
SAVERS

18.8%

Demographic Breakdown for Target Segments
Segment Names and Sizes in Canada

66% of Canadians are 

“attitudinally ripe” for 

digital wealth advising 

offers. 

Slam Dunk Digitals Digital Casting Call

Demographic Level 2019 2020 Change 2019 2020 Change

Gender
Females 35.8% 34.5% -1.3% 53.4% 57.6% 4.2%

Males 64.2% 65.5% 1.3% 46.6% 42.4% -4.2%

Age Group

18-34 29.8% 33.2% 3.4% 37.3% 36.5% -0.8%

35-54 36.3% 35.5% -0.9% 39.9% 40.1% 0.2%

55-79 33.9% 31.3% -2.6% 22.8% 23.4% 0.6%

Education

HS or less 13.4% 10.8% -2.6% 23.0% 17.8% -5.2%

More than 

HS
86.3% 89.0% 2.7% 76.7% 81.5% 4.8%

Household 

Income

<$50K 24.8% 20.9% -3.9% 46.7% 36.8% -9.9%

$50K-$99K 38.7% 39.2% 0.4% 33.1% 35.6% 2.5%

$100K+ 33.8% 37.3% 3.4% 15.4% 22.8% 7.4%

Investable 

Assets

<$50K 28.4% 30.3% 1.9% 56.1% 52.2% -3.9%

$50K-$99K 13.3% 11.4% -1.9% 13.3% 13.7% 0.4%

$100K+ 48.5% 51.5% 3.0% 17.2% 22.2% 5.0%

Segment Size 28.3% 27.1% -1.1% 36.9% 38.5% 1.7%



Ask Consumers MARKET simulator
Learn more at: www.parameterinsights.com/ask-
consumers

http://www.parameterinsights.com/ask-consumers
http://www.parameterinsights.com/ask-consumers


Modern Wealth Advising 
Research Product Details

$15,000/year

Continual and regular data 
capture and analysis results in 
the only on-going consumer and 
supplier coverage of the digital 
wealth category available 

Deliverables include: 3 reports per 
year (1 per quarter), access to 
underlying data and figures, and 
consultative support for your specific 
context to help answer your pressing 
business questions

Scientifically constructed 

consumer surveys based on large 

and nationally representative 

samples in North America



Self-Directed investor 
Research Product Details

Scientifically constructed 

consumer surveys based on large 

and nationally representative 

samples in North America

Continual and regular data capture 

and analysis results in the only on-

going consumer and supplier coverage 

of the Self-Directed Investing

category available 

Deliverables include: 3 Reports per 
year, access to underlying data and 
figures, and consultation support for 
your specific context to help answer 
your pressing business questions

$15,000/year



Please visit us @ www.parameterinsights.com

Or contact us with any questions:

info@parameterinsights.com

CONTACT US

PARAMETERINSIGHTS IS WHERE DATA MEETS STRATEGY:
SIMPLY AND RELIABLY

We build innovative data, analytics, and 

research products that help businesses navigate the 

rapidly changing digital landscape and grow.

Our experienced team of consultants, data 

scientists, statisticians, futurists, and programmers 

partner with businesses to help solve your business 

questions – affordably, quickly, and optimally.

(416) 809-3671
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